Fashion & Politics in Israel Worksheet

You have been chosen as the fashion adviser to a current Israeli political leader of your choice. Elections are coming up and you must dress this leader in a way that will appeal to voters.

When deciding how to dress the politician, consider the following:
- Should s/he dress casually or formally?
- Should s/he wear a particular brand?
- Should s/he dress like you or different to you? In line with or in contradiction to current trends? Why?
- What colors should s/he wear?
- Should s/he wear clothes that are made in Israel? Why?

Create a poster that shows a recent photograph of the politician and then your proposal for how s/he should be dressed.

For each element that you change, you need to write a short explanation for the change. This can be done in one of two ways: using old magazines/newspaper clippings, markers, scissors, glue, and paper OR using a photo editing app such as PicsArt.

How did it go? Let us know! learning@nli.org.il